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In situ identification strategy of
thermoacoustic stability in annular
combustors
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Abstract

In annular combustion systems, thermoacoustic eigenmodes can manifest as standing waves, traveling waves or some

form in between. Which dynamic solution appears in a combustor depends on details, regarding the flow field and

(unintentional) breaking of the cylindrical symmetry of the annular combustion system. When these details are unknown,

the specific behavior cannot be predicted from the characteristics of a single burner. Due to the (nearly) degenerate

nature of the acoustic solution, annular eigenmodes come in pairs with practically the same eigenfrequency. In order to

identify the thermoacoustic modes, conventional analysis of a spectral peak from a measurement does not suffice,

because the peak is a superposition of the two eigenmodes. A method has been proposed to identify the two eigen-

modes of given azimuthal mode order from multiple simultaneous measurements around the circumference of the

combustion system. Using output-only identification on the acoustic signals, it is possible to estimate the individual

mode shapes, frequencies and growth rates of the co-existing eigenmode pair. In this work, the strategy is applied to

experimental data from an annular combustor. A split in the growth rate pair is observed during stable operation,

depending on the equivalence ratio and flame-to-flame distance. It shows that in situ identification of annular thermo-

acoustics can reveal subtle dynamic effects, which is useful for testing and online monitoring of annular combustors. The

moment when instability occurs can be foreseen under prevailing conditions, with simultaneous identification of the

azimuthal mode structure.
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1. Introduction

In combustion systems with an annular combustion
chamber, the low frequency azimuthal modes are a
major concern regarding thermoacoustic stability.
These modes, in which the flames of individual burners
couple with acoustic waves traveling around the com-
bustion chamber circumference, can reach such high
amplitudes that a limited operability window must be
accepted or structural damage might occur.

Compared to axial thermoacoustic modes, azi-
muthal modes are more complex. Due to the cylindrical
symmetry of the geometry, acoustic solutions consist of
pairs with the same wavelength. These degenerate pairs
cannot be isolated in frequency domain because their
eigenfrequencies are identical. Existing methods to
identify modal damping are not suited for the (nearly)

degenerate thermoacoustic mode pairs found in annu-
lar combustors.

Another complication is that the flames are excited
by transverse acoustics leading to several sources of
heat release fluctuations. Following the review paper
of O’Connor et al.1 concerning transverse flame excita-
tion, heat release fluctuations are predominantly gener-
ated by axial fluctuations, caused by ‘injector coupling’.
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Nevertheless, transverse fluctuations with respect to
the flame do influence the heat release directly, for
example investigated by Saurabh and Paschereit.2

These minor contributions to the heat release response
can be decisive on the modal behaviour in both the
stable and limit cycle regime. With a model including
a nonlinear dependency on azimuthal particle velocity,
Ghirardo and Juniper3 were able to obtain standing
thermoacoustic limit cycle solutions. A classical stabil-
ity analysis approach in which axial flame transfer func-
tions (FTFs) are joined to an annular acoustic network
is not able to account for a direct transverse flame
response.

Several publications on the dynamic behaviour of
azimuthal modes in limit cycle have been published,
including Worth and Dawson,4 Noiray and
Schuermans5 and Prieur et al.6 to name a few.
However, limited attention is paid for the fixed-point
stable regime. Knowledge about stable operation can
be important for optimization and online monitoring of
annular combustors in their actual operational state.
Rouwenhorst et al.7 published a strategy to identify
the azimuthal eigenmode pairs and obtain their decay
rates from real-time measurements. The identification
strategy was demonstrated on surrogate data only. The
aim of this work is to apply the output-only identifica-
tion on experimental data from an annular combustor,
as a validation of the proposed strategy for practical
time series.

The modal amplitudes are a nonlinear or even a dis-
continuous function of the modal stability, resulting in
the step-like amplitude characteristic observed in
Figure 2. When the effective damping becomes nega-
tive, the amplitude instantaneously rises to dangerous
levels in limit cycle. An increase in amplitude before
instability is often hard to recognise and a certain amp-
litude level is not monotonically related to the stability
margin. Monitoring of the damping can predict a
sudden increase of the amplitude, as it signifies the sta-
bility margin. Moreover, the resolution in the stable
regime is higher, in comparison to the amplitude of
thermoacoustic oscillations.

Several methods are available for the identification
of the damping rate of thermoacoustic modes. Noiray8

proposes to estimate damping or growth rate by the
dynamics of the amplitude envelope. In the work of
Mejia et al.,9 four methods are tested on data from a
laminar slot burner. However, none of these methods
are suited for azimuthal eigenmodes. In general, the
methods assume a single mode with no other modes
with a nearby eigenfrequency, for example, the fitting
of the probability density function. Otherwise, it is
assumed the specific eigenmode of interest can be
excited, such that the damped oscillating impulse
response can be fitted. Azimuthal modes come in

eigenvalue pairs with (nearly) equal eigenfrequencies
and decay rates. Moreover, in industrial annular gas
turbines, excitation is usually not feasible and it is
unknown what azimuthal mode structure will develop.
Therefore, the dedicated output-only identification
method introduced in Rouwenhorst et al.7 is proposed
for the in situ identification of azimuthal thermoacous-
tic modes.

2. Methodology

Simultaneously measured acoustic signals recorded
around the annular combustion chamber circumference
are used to identify the dynamics of azimuthal thermo-
acoustic modes. The parameters of a low-order model
are fitted to the data, such that the key dynamics is
captured well. Modal behaviour, growth rates and
frequencies can be determined from the model param-
eters. The objective is to identify the system in the
low-amplitude stable regime, which justifies a linear
description of the dynamics.

2.1. Model

The slow dynamics of the characteristic waves around
the annulus is treated as a pair of coupled harmonic
oscillators. The two wave amplitudes F and G are the
anticlockwise (ACW) and clockwise (CW) acoustic
waves, respectively, with angular resonance frequency
!a. In combination with corresponding complex har-
monic basis functions, they describe the acoustics in
the combustion chamber of fixed mode order m:

pðt, �Þ ¼ <ðFei!at�im� þ Gei!atþim�Þ ð1Þ

It is assumed that the growth rate and frequency
modifications that are caused by thermoacoustic feed-
back are very small compared to the acoustic resonance
frequency. This allows linearization around the acous-
tic solution, decoupling the slow dynamics (amplitude
modulations) and the fast dynamics (acoustic oscilla-
tions). A system of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) can describe the coupling between the two
slowly varying harmonic oscillator amplitudes, includ-
ing thermoacoustic feedback.

dF

dt
¼ aFF F þ aFGG

dG

dt
¼ aGF F þ aGGG

ð2Þ

Equation (2) governs the azimuthal dynamics of
acoustic amplitude similar to the equations used by
Noiray et al.,10 limited to the general linearized form.
It describes the rate of change of the amplitudes,
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resulting from their own presence, as well as the presence
of the wave travelling in the opposite direction. The coef-
ficient aFF comprises the linear heat release response HF

_QF �ð Þe
�im� ¼ HF �,!að ÞFe�im� ð3Þ

Through a normalized Rayleigh integral that relates
the acoustic growth to the product of the heat release
and acoustic pressure distribution in equation (4), the
thermoacoustic feedback coefficient aFF (from F to _F ) is
complete

RFF ¼
1

_QF

dF

dt
/

1

_QF

Z
_Q�Fe

im�Fe�im�d� ð4Þ

The * denotes the complex conjugate. Note that the
heat release response is evaluated at the acoustic reson-
ance frequency !a. By definition of RFF, the feedback
coefficient is given by aFF ¼ HFRFF, which can be ver-
ified by combining equations (1) to (3). Including a
(real-positive) natural acoustic damping coefficient �F,
we have

aFF ¼ HFRFF � �F ð5Þ

Equal definitions for the coefficient aFG read

_QGð�,!aÞe
im� ¼ HG �,!að ÞGeim� ð6Þ

RFG ¼
1

_QG

dF

dt
/

1

_QG

Z
_Q�Ge
�im�Fe�im�d� ð7Þ

aFG ¼ HGRFG ð8Þ

Fundamentally, the cross-coefficient aFG is zero, as the
Rayleigh integral vanishes because the acoustic wave and
the heat release fluctuations travel in opposite direction,
i.e.

R
e�2im� d� ¼ 0. However, when HG is not constant,

but has an azimuthal dependency in the form of
Hþ C2me

2m�, then thermoacoustic coupling between F
and G is established, as first identified by Noiray et al.10

The two coefficients for the evolution of G are
defined in an identical manner.

The dynamic system in equation (2) is subjected to
stochastic noise from the turbulent combustion and is
measured at several positions around the circumfer-
ence. In matrix notation, a state-space representation
is obtained.

_x ¼Mxþ wx ð9Þ

y ¼ Cxþ wy ð10Þ

The vector x ¼ F,G½ �
T contains the complex pair of

oscillator amplitudes. The complex 2� 2 system matrix

M characterizes the system dynamics with the four
coefficients aXX, forced by the stochastic process wx

which originates from the turbulent combustion. The
output vector y contains the N analytic pressure sensor
output signals around the combustor circumference,
possibly containing measurement noise wy. The N� 2
output matrix C contains information about the angu-
lar sensor positions and the monitored mode order. A
nomenclature is attached at the end of this paper.

The system matrix M describes the evolution of the
thermoacoustics. Amplitudes remain constant for pure
acoustics (undamped and without thermal source
term), in which case the system matrix is a null
matrix. Damping rates of the two oscillators are real
negative values on the diagonal. The anti-diagonal of
the matrix establishes linear coupling of the oscillators.
The two eigenvalues � of M yield the thermoacoustic
damping rates and frequency deviations from the
acoustic resonance frequency !a.

�t ¼ �<ð�Þ ð11Þ

!t ¼ !a þ = �ð Þ ð12Þ

The corresponding eigenvectors provide the mode
structures, i.e. whether the observed modes are predom-
inantly standing or traveling waves.

Since the heat release HF=G responds to the waves
with their effective thermoacoustic frequency !t,
rather than the pure acoustic resonance frequency
!a, the presented model is a linearization of a tran-
scendent eigenvalue problem. In practice, the non-
linear behaviour related to a non-constant FTF can
lead to a discontinuous solution for continuous par-
ameter changes, as demonstrated in Parmentier et al.11

A relatively smooth FTF with moderate gain prevents
the latter.

In equations (5) and (8), only thermoacoustic feed-
back and acoustic damping were considered. However,
other phenomena could also contribute or influence the
matrix coefficients, such as fluid dynamic coupling with
the acoustics and an azimuthal flow that convects the
acoustic field. In Rouwenhorst et al.,12 more modelling
details can be found. In this work, the system matrix M

is considered as a black box to be identified, ignoring
the underlying physical processes.

2.2. System identification

The thermoacoustics as modelled in equation (9) can be
identified in several ways, which was shown in
Rouwenhorst et al.7 Such in situ identification yields
the coupled thermoacoustic dynamics under the pre-
vailing conditions. The pair of eigenvalues of the
system matrix M yield the eigenfrequency deviations
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and damping rates (i.e. stability margin) corresponding
to the monitored azimuthal mode order.

In this work, two methods are applied to analyse the
experimental data, based on subspace identification and
least squares fitting, respectively. Main motivation to
apply two methods is cross-validation, because no
expected values or analytical predictions for the ther-
moacoustic system are available.

2.2.1. Preprocessing of the data. In both methods, a band-
width of the Fourier spectrum is selected, isolating the
spectral peak of interest, which is the first azimuthal
mode order in this work. Only the positive frequencies
in the bandwidth are transferred back to time domain,
such that an analytic, filtered signal is obtained. The
rectangular filter corresponds to a sinc filter in time
domain. This filtering is required to keep oscillating
dynamics that is not related to the azimuthal mode
pair in question (such as other acoustic modes or
blade passing frequencies), out of the analysis. Such
dynamics, which is not accounted for in the low-order
model description, is a source of structured noise for
the identification method. Such noise affects the out-
come of the identification significantly more than the
(relatively white) noise floor of the measurement,
including the quantization error of the pressure data
digitization.

Discrete pre-processed data points are available to
identify the state-space representation, requiring a dis-
crete formulation of equations (9) and (10) as presented
in equations (13) and (14).

xðiþ kÞ ¼ AxðiÞ þ vxðiÞ ð13Þ

yðiÞ ¼ CxðiÞ þ vyðiÞ ð14Þ

In the discrete state-space representation, k is the
sample offset between two system states replacing the
time derivative in the continuous description. Matrix A

is the discrete version of system matrix M and the noise
vectors v replace their continuous model parameters w.
The eigensolution of the continuous matrix M is
uniquely related to the eigensolution of A.

2.2.2. Stochastic subspace identification. A stochastic sub-
space identification (SSI) algorithm has been applied
following Tanaka and Katayama,13 in which the
entire structure of the discrete state-space representa-
tion in equations (13) and (14) is identified. An
algorithm, including a weighted singular value decom-
position of a matrix with time-delayed data sets, esti-
mates the dominant dynamics for the chosen degrees of
freedom. As the mathematics goes beyond the scope of
this work, we refer the interested reader to the book of
Katayama on this subject.14

It is important to note that the mode shape cannot
be prescribed in this method, such that it is not possible
to enforce a harmonic basis around circumference and
exploit knowledge concerning the relation between
sensor positions and azimuthal mode order.

Per sensor, three delayed time series were considered
with mutual delay intervals of approximately two ther-
moacoustic cycles. Physically, this means that the
dynamics is identified on basis of the evolution of
all observed states, during a period of about four
cycles each.

2.2.3. Least squares fitting. In the least squares fitting
method, we first fit the characteristic waves F and G
on basis of the pre-processed sensor outputs, applying
the pseudoinverse on equation (14). Subsequently, the
discrete system matrix is fitted to the temporal develop-
ment of a set of these states, by inverting equation (13).
Since the state vector is rank two, the two sets of equa-
tions in the state space representation can be inverted
analytically.

This straightforward fitting strategy is referred to as
LSQ. We choose the basis of ACW and CW traveling
waves (F and G) to span the eigenspace of acoustic
solutions, as used in the model description. For given
mode order and at least three measurement locations,
the wave amplitudes can now be fitted by taking the
Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of the overdetermined
problem in equation (14).

x ¼ ðCTCÞ�1CTy ð15Þ

When the system states x are obtained for several con-
secutive time instances, A is estimated by inverting
equation (13). The concatenation of a set of state vec-
tors x is denoted by X, yielding the following expression
for the pseudoinverse of equation (13).

A ¼ XiþkX
T
i ðXiX

T
i Þ
�1

ð16Þ

By using a recursive algorithm to update the estimate
of matrix A, the amount of states taken per fit has no
influence on the resulting estimate. This allows the real-
time tracking of the system’s state. Nevertheless, the esti-
mate must be based on data from the past, to average
out the forcing noise and measurement noise. Moreover,
it must be noted that this two-step identification
approach does not yield a bias-free estimate in the pres-
ence of measurement noise vy.

Similarly to SSI, this method identifies the state-
space based on a time delay �t, which is equally set
to the span of about four thermoacoustic cycles. A par-
ameter study on the influence of this time delay param-
eter has shown that it should be picked carefully; after
long time delays, the correlation between the two states
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vanishes and too short time delays also result in poor
results. The latter is thought to be related to the sinc
filter used to isolate the frequency peak and/or the tem-
poral correlation of the combustion noise.

3. Experimental data

Data from a laboratory scale annular combustor,
kindly provided by Dawson and Worth,15 have been
used to validate the identification strategy on experi-
mental data. The combustor rig, shown in Figure 1
was designed to investigate the azimuthal instabilities,
including the effect of burner spacing. Fuel lines trans-
port the perfectly premixed ethylene/air mixture
towards the combustion chamber, where swirlers
anchor the flames with co-rotating swirl, which is
often used in industrial applications. The atmospheric
rig is prone to instabilities of the first azimuthal mode
order, producing high amplitude limit cycle oscillations
with a frequency of around 1700Hz. The burner spa-
cing was varied by changing the number of fuel lines
and swirl burners between the plenum and the annular
enclosure, i.e. by replacing the middle section of the
combustor in Figure 1.

For equal flame conditions, the Reynolds number at
the swirl burners was kept constant in all cases. As a
result, the total heat release increases with the number
of burners and increasing equivalence ratio, therewith
resulting in an increased speed of sound and natural
frequencies.

A more extensive description of the experimental
setup and measurement methods can be found in the
excellent publications of Worth and Dawson.4,15

3.1. Measurements

Dynamic pressure was measured in three fuel lines,
with 120� intervals equally distributed around the
combustor circumference. The fuel lines were
equipped with two pressure transducers, of which we
used the ones closer to the combustion chamber for
this work.

Three different burner separation distances were
tried, adding up to a respective total of 12, 15 and 18
equally spaced burners around the combustor annulus,
to investigate the effect of flame separation distance.
For these three cases, a discrete set of 17 equivalence
ratios was tested ranging between � ¼ 0:6 and � ¼ 1
with steps of 0.025. Measurements were performed
under steady operation with a sampling rate of
30 kHz for a period of 4.36 seconds.

The combined root mean square of the three pres-
sure transducers for the three burner separation cases is
shown in Figure 2. For every burner spacing, the acous-
tic amplitude is low for equivalence ratios � � 0:8 and
high for equivalence ratios � � 0:85, marking the tran-
sition from stable operation to limit cycle operation.
The amplitude of the acoustics roughly increases an
order of magnitude, corresponding to a factor 100 for
the acoustic energy.

With the increasing equivalence ratio, the flame
response will change. In first instance, the phase and
gain are likely to be altered by the different fuel mix-
ture. In addition, the temperature increase in the com-
bustion chamber should be addressed, which can
significantly change the burner impedance, depending
on the acoustic characteristics of the plenum and fuel
lines.

Figure 1. Photo and schematic of the laboratory-scale annular test rig, reproduced from Worth and Dawson15 with permission.
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4. Identification results

In this work, the aim is to identify the stability of the
system as a whole, rather than discriminating
between the phenomena that lead to the instability.
The two identification methods are briefly described
in Section 2. Methodology is applied to the data to
obtain the global characteristics of the system, such as
the damping rates and dynamic structure, which are
contained in the eigensolution.

A bandwidth �f ¼ 470Hz is used for identification,
separating the first azimuthal mode from other spectral
content, which moves with the resonance frequency for
increasing the equivalence ratio. A waterfall plot with
the power spectral density in this bandwidth is shown in
Figure 3 for the case of 18 burners. The resonance fre-
quency is located between 1550 and 1800Hz under all
operating conditions. A good isolation of the peaks is
required such that other spectral content does not influ-
ence the identification process.

Since the operating conditions are kept constant per
data set, the entire time series are analysed at once in
this work. It must be noted that the same results are
obtained using a recursive updating algorithm, generat-
ing intermediate identification results after every, for
example, 1024th time stamp. Because the entire time
series were required to obtain satisfactory stochastic
convergence for some cases, intermediate results are
not shown and uncertainties could not be evaluated.

A sample delay interval of k ¼ 1 is used, such that
the time delay is kept small and the correlation between
two subsequent states is still clear.

4.1. Damping ratio

The growth rate that is recovered by the real part of the
eigenvalue of the system matrix is rewritten to a damp-
ing ratio of a harmonic oscillator. To this end, the
negated growth rate is divided by the identified

frequency (in radians), which is given by the imaginary
part of the eigenvalue.

�i ¼ �i=!t ¼ �<ð�iÞ=!t ð17Þ

Figures 4 to 6 show the identified damping ratios for
the case with 12, 15 and 18 installed burners, respect-
ively. The results show that the system has a pair of
damping ratios at low equivalence ratios, that vanishes
between � ¼ 0:8 and � ¼ 0:85. The damping ratio does
not become negative because the system quickly satur-
ates to a limit cycle, rather than showing continuous
exponential growth.

The pair of damping ratios is for many operating
conditions clearly distinct, indicating split eigenvalues
and a dynamic system that is not (exactly) degenerate.
Especially for the case with 18 burners, the stability
margins show an interesting behaviour with pro-
nounced splitting of the growth rate.

Even though the effect of eigenvalue splitting is very
small in comparison to the resonance frequency,

Figure 4. Pair of identified damping ratios as a function of

equivalence ratio, for the first azimuthal mode order for the case

with 12 burners.

Figure 2. Root mean square of the acoustic amplitude as a

function of equivalence ratio and burner spacing, previously

published in Worth and Dawson.4

Figure 3. Power spectral density (PSD) as a function of

equivalence ratio in the analysed bandwidth for the case with 18

burners.
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it cannot be neglected with respect to the stability
margin. This is directly related to the damping ratio,
which is typically strongly underdamped (� 	 1) for
thermoacoustic eigenmodes.

The near-degenerate pair of fixed-point stable eigen-
modes always coexists, being excited by the combustion
noise. This stands in contrast to limit cycle oscillations,
in which an attractor often has a unique location in the
phase space, see for example Noiray et al.10 Therefore,
in limit cycle operation, only one solution is observed
(possibly depending on initial conditions), unless the
stochastic forcing is quite large with respect to the
limit cycle amplitude or the limit cycle itself has a
small stability margin. The identification results
during limit cycle operation are included in the figures
(� � 0:85) and are related to the stability of the limit
cycle oscillations. The interpretation and validity of the
results for limit cycle oscillations are rather involved
and fall outside the scope of this work.

The two methods return remarkably similar results
for the identified damping ratios, giving confidence in
the implementation of the methods. However, when
changing the bandwidth of the identification, or the
involved time delays, quite large deviations might
occur, especially for the higher damping ratios, that
are naturally less pronounced in the data. In Figure 7,
the influence of model parameters is visualized for the
LSQ method, showing cases with a doubled analysis
bandwidth and a doubled time delay. Deviations
for the SSI method show a similar trend in the devi-
ations resulting from parameter settings. These devi-
ations can be explained by foreign dynamics in the
bandwidth and a loss of correlation between time
stamps, respectively. This means that in industrial
applications, where the parameters are not tailored
for specific operating conditions, the quantitative
damping ratio cannot be determined with high accur-
acy with these methods; nevertheless, a clear qualitative
behaviour is revealed.

4.2. Eigenvectors

At all distinct operation points, two eigenvalues are
obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem of the iden-
tified system matrix. The eigenvalues become the sub-
scripts 1 or 2, based on the similarity of the mode
structure at adjacent equivalence ratios. So the damp-
ing and frequency are ordered, based on the highest
resemblance between the eigenvectors, which is given
by the maximum of their inner products. This way
the connected lines in the plots in Figures 4 to 9 are
established, yielding relatively continuous descriptions
for the damping ratios and eigenfrequencies as a func-
tion of the equivalence ratio.

In Table 1, some eigenvector pairs for the case of 12
and 18 burners are presented in the form of the spin
ratio SR and the phase difference Ang between F and G.

Figure 6. Pair of identified damping ratios as a function of

equivalence ratio, for the first azimuthal mode order for the case

with 18 burners.

Figure 7. Influence of identification parameters on the identi-

fied damping ratios. Longer time delay and wider analysis

bandwidth.

Figure 5. Pair of identified damping ratios as a function of

equivalence ratio, for the first azimuthal mode order for the case

with 15 burners.
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The spin ratio, introduced by Bourgouin et al.,16 is
defined as follows

SR ¼
Fj j � Gj j

jFj þ jGj
ð18Þ

The amplitudes jF j and jGj correspond to the eigen-
vector contributions of the two waves traveling around
the circumference in opposite direction. When they
have a similar magnitude (SR 
 0), the mode is a stand-
ing wave. In that case, the phase difference between the
waves (Ang) is of interest, as it determines the angular
standing wave orientation. Spin ratios of 1 and �1 refer
to pure ACW and CW waves, respectively.

The mode structures (i.e. eigenvectors) are not very
coherent, which is attributed to the near-degenerate
state of the system and the relatively short measure-
ment duration. Nevertheless, a weak tendency is
observed from undefined or predominantly standing
wave solutions ðSR5 0:5Þ for the case with 12 burners,
to predominantly traveling waves ðSR4 0:5Þ in the case
of 18 burners. Data of more stable operation points are

not shown, because the eigenvectors are even less coher-
ent from point to point.

4.3. Eigenfrequencies

In Figure 8, the average of the identified eigen-frequen-
cies (with !a added) is shown for the case of 18 burners.
With the increasing equivalence ratio, the eigenfre-
quency rises significantly. This can be expected to
play an important role in the stability of the thermo-
acoustic system.

The splitting of the eigenvalues that caused the dis-
tinct damping ratios also causes splitting in the eigen-
frequencies, as shown in Figure 9. To the knowledge of
the authors, this is the first time a split in azimuthal
eigenfrequencies has been discerned from experimental
data. The maximum relative deviation �f=f 
 0:01 is of
the same order of magnitude as the maximum split in
damping ratio.

Based on the eigenvalues splitting at � ¼ 0:825 in the
case of 18 burners, it can be substantiated that fitting of
the probability density function would yield an errone-
ous damping estimation. The frequency split of 18Hz
at very low damping yields a significant thicker peak in
the power spectral density. A detailed inspection of the
corresponding line of the waterfall plot in Figure 3 (The
line near the middle with intermediate amplitude),
appears to be composed by two superimposed modal
peaks. With higher damping and lower frequency,
mode one forms a shoulder on the left side of the
peak of mode two. It would yield a significant overesti-
mation of the decay rate, when the peak is designated to
a single eigenmode.

The frequency estimates of the two identification
methods show a nearly perfect coincidence, such that
the SSI-method obscures the marks of the LSQ-
method.

Table 1. Identified eigenvectors for equivalence ratios shortly

before instability, for the distant (12) and close (18) burner

separation using LSQ.

Case � SR1 Ang1 SR2 Ang2

12 0.75 0.29 0.49 �0.54 2.02

0.775 0.01 0.27 �0.78 1.38

0.8 0.10 �0.29 �0.10 1.83

0.825 �0.42 �0.35 0.09 1.94

18 0.75 0.81 �1.03 �0.62 �0.33

0.775 0.78 �1.58 �0.39 �1.77

0.8 0.82 �0.14 �0.61 �1.88

0.825 0.70 1.69 �0.47 �1.63

Note: One eigenvector is represented by the spin ratio (SR) and the angle

(Ang) between jFj and jGj.

Figure 8. Mean of the identified thermoacoustic eigenfre-

quency pair as a function of equivalence ratio for 18 burners.

Figure 9. Difference in eigenfrequency of the mode pair as a

function of equivalence ratio for 18 burners.
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4.4. Flame-to-flame distance

The amount of burners has a pronounced effect on the
stability, in a non-trivial manner. In the case with the
closest flame spacing (18 burners), the damping of one
of the eigensolutions varies non-monotonically as a
function of the equivalence ratio. On basis of the
results, the behaviour cannot be explained in detail,
but we will hypothesize a reason for the qualitative
behaviour observed.

In the case of 12 burners, the flames barely interact
directly. The swirlers cause individual vortices with lim-
ited influence of the global flow field. Due to unavoid-
able minor imperfections in the experimental setup, the
cylindrical symmetry is broken, splitting the eigen-
modes in two (predominantly) standing wave solutions.

For close burner spacing (18 burners), the flames are
merging. This happens in a directional manner, because
the swirlers are co-rotating. To get an insight into the
complex heat release pattern in this case, please refer to
the publication of Worth and Dawson15 on this topic.
One can imagine this can cause an increased flame
response to azimuthal particle velocity. Additionally,
a global mean flow field develops around the circum-
ference because the vortices on top of the swirlers start
to merge, which can lead to eigenfrequency splitting of
the acoustic subsystem. These effects can promote tra-
veling wave solutions for the (fixed point stable) azi-
muthal thermoacoustics.

The case with 15 burners seems to behave in an inter-
mediate state between the system with individual bur-
ners and the system with flame–flame interaction.

5. Monitoring strategy

The results show that the proposed identification
method can be applied to annular combustors that
are prone to azimuthal instabilities. The advantage of
the method is that the stability of the mode pair can be
identified without prior knowledge about the mode
structure. Splitting of the eigenvalues is even detected
on a rotationally symmetric laboratory rig in this work.
In practice, this can serve as a stability margin that can
enhance flexible operation of industrial machines by
constant monitoring of potentially hazardous azi-
muthal eigenmodes.

In particular, the LSQ method is very suited for on-
line determination of the damping, because of the low
computational cost of linear regression. For the eigen-
values of the 2� 2 system matrix, just a quadratic for-
mula needs to be solved. An updated stability margin is
obtained in a fraction of a second after the data were
measured, which allows for monitoring, protection and
control purposes. The chuck-wise FFT calculation of
the raw data is the most computationally expensive step
of this method and is usually routinely carried out

already. The SSI method is also feasible to perform in
real-time, but does require significantly more DSP pro-
cessing power.

Such in situ stability determination is beneficial com-
pared to a stability map, in that it reflects the current
state of the machine and operation conditions. Effects
due to azimuthal velocity and flame-flame interaction
are hard to predict, without performing measurements
on a full annular setup. Such details are not easily
included in a low-order stability analysis, but its effect
on the stability can directly be identified, using the in
situ state-space representation of the dynamics.

6. Discussion

A very accurate estimation of the decay rate does not
necessarily mean it makes an impeccable stability
margin. As the case with 18 burners shows, there is
no guarantee that the damping decreases monotonic-
ally decreases with the control variables at hand. This
behaviour needs to be assessed for the specific azi-
muthal mode for the gas turbine in question, such
that a suitable control strategy can be implemented
based on the identified damping rate.

In addition, it must be noted that the stability
margin (damping ratio) is not necessarily continuous,
for continuously changing system parameters, in case
that the FTFs change considerably as a function of
frequency. In that case, the system matrix depends on
its own eigensolution, i.e. the eigensolution is of tran-
scendent nature. Furthermore, triggering can occur due
to a nonlinear response of the heat release to the finite
acoustic amplitudes. For these reasons, instability
might occur before the identified damping reaches
zero, which addresses the need for a certain safety
margin in practical applications.

7. Conclusions

In previous work,7 it was shown that azimuthal ther-
moacoustic dynamics found in annular combustors are
effectively described using a complex two-dimensional
state-space representation (representing a four-dimen-
sional system). In addition, it was shown that a quan-
titatively accurate identification of the dynamics can be
carried out for surrogate data which is generated on
basis of this model description. Assertion that the iden-
tification strategy also works successfully on experi-
mental data had not yet been delivered, which is now
provided in this work.

The output-only identification strategy has been per-
formed on experimental data of a laboratory scale
annular combustor. Qualitatively, the results are pro-
mising; consistent damping ratios and modal frequen-
cies are obtained for the rather short experimental data
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sets and the pair of damping ratios decrease towards
zero before instability occurs and high amplitude limit
cycle oscillations are found. The eigenvalue pairs are
mostly very similar, yet some structured deviations
from a degenerate system are found, which was
expected for an experimental setup.

Two different identification methods have been used
to obtain the system characteristics of the thermoacous-
tic dynamics. The results of the two methods are very
similar, which gives confidence in the obtained results.
However, unlike the artificially generated data, the
results depend significantly on model settings, such as
analysis bandwidth and the delay parameter. As the
actual damping ratios are unknown for these data, it
cannot be validated whether the presented damping
ratios are quantitatively accurate.

The case with close burner spacing (18 burners)
shows predominantly traveling wave solutions, with
pronounced splitting of the eigenvalues. Although the
physics cannot be explained on basis of the results, the
effect it has on both the stability and eigenfrequency
splitting is captured in detail. We hypothesize that the
flame response to azimuthal acoustic excitation and the
mean flow field in the annulus contribute to the eigen-
value splitting.

It is observed that eigenvalue splitting can become
relevant for vanishing system stability, even though the
magnitude is negligible with respect to the acoustic res-
onance frequency. This observation stresses the neces-
sity to decompose the signals on a two-dimensional
basis, allowing for the typical azimuthal solutions as a
mix of traveling and standing waves. In less controlled
environments of industrial applications, eigenvalue
splitting is expected to be more pronounced.

In the first place, the identification can serve as a
stability margin measure to monitor annular combus-
tion systems during operation. When the stability
margin falls below a predefined threshold, a signal
would be sent to the control system to freeze the current
operating conditions, or even to retreat to operating
conditions that were further away from the instability.

When the dependency on model parameters is
understood better and a validation strategy is devel-
oped, identification results can be compared in a quan-
titative way. In gas turbine testing, the methods can
enable quantitative comparison of the thermoacoustic
behaviour, when changes or upgrades are made to the
machine.
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Appendix

Notation

a coefficient of matrix M
A discrete system matrix

Ang angle between waves F and G

C output matrix
f frequency
F ACW acoustic wave
G CW acoustic wave
H Heat release response
m mode order
M system matrix
R Rayleigh integral

SR Spin ratio
v discrete noise vector
w noise vector
x state vector
X matrix of concatenated state vectors
y output vector

a decay rate
z damping ratio
� eigenvalue
� equivalence ratio
!a acoustic resonance frequency
!t thermoacoustic eigenfrequency
=ð:Þ imaginary part
<ð:Þ real part
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